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ON
ISSUES IN B&C SERVICES

As a representative organ of Corporate lndia, ASSOCHAM articulates the genuine,
legitimate needs and interests of its members. Our aim is to impact the policy and
legislative environment so ds to foster balanced economic, industrial and social
development.

A robust Media & Entertainment sector is one of the cornerstones of a vibrant and diverse
democracy like lndia. Being one of the key mediums of mass communication, the
broadcasting industry is the vehicle for creative expression, exchange and dissemination of
opinions, ideas, and accountability. The M&E industry employed about 12 lakh people
directly, and 32 lakh people indirectly in 2018. Together, TV and Radio broadcasting
generated revenue worth INR 771 billion in 2019, which is projected to increase to INR 994
billion by 2021. ln order to fulfil the growing consumer need for diverse and plural content
by providing ubiquitous access to broadcasting services, and in line with the MIB's initiative
of Ease of Doing Business to attract fresh investments, content production and distribution
should be promoted in lndia.
While we remain appreciative of Telecom Regulatory Authority of lndia's attempts to bring
the consumer at the center of regulation and indeed appreciate the launch of its new MRP
regime in February 2019; we also urge the regulator to appreciate the symbiotic relationship
between the consumer - content creator and the economy at large. Srnce plurality and
variety in content delivered and accessed by consumers is the key driver for growth,
the industry is only incentivized to create and innovate when there is market freedom
to do so fo meet sophisticated consumer demands.
ln response to the TRAI's new consultation paper on Tariff related issues dated 16th August
2019, we humbly submit the following recommendations which will enable an orderly
growth of the broadcasting sector:

1.

Roll-out of Interoperable Set-top Boxes (STBs)
Cable TV and Direct-to-Home (DTH) platforms are the major distribution platforms for
delivery of TV broadcasting services in lndia. Whereas, the DTH services delivered in
digital mode since beginning, the migration of cable TV services, from analogue to digital,
has also been completed with implementation of Digital Addressable Cable TV systems
(DAS) in the country. Presently, Distribution Platform Operator (DPO) provides STB, which
is compatible with his network to provide services to subscriber. Over a period of time,
variety of technologies has been deployed by DPOs into the networks. lt has led to a
situation where STBs provided by one operator are not compatible with the system of the
other operator. Ihe lack of technical interoperability of SIBs between different service
providers has adverse effect on competition and service quality in the Pay-TV
distribution market. Whenever, a consumer changes its service provider, the STB of
existing service provider becomes useless as the same STB cannot be used; resulting into
electronic waste (e-waste).
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Therefore, we submit to the Authority t}r? Jf,t inbroperabitity between set-fop boxes
should be allowed as it is extremely helpful for the consumers. lnteroperability will also
Iessen the e-waste across the country. Just like implementation of 'Mobile Number
Portability' in Telecom, interoperability will make subscribers independent of service
providers which will enable consumer choice and flexibility.

2. lncreasinq outreach and efficiencv throuqh diqitization
Subsequent to a successful transition from analogue Digital Addressable System (DAS)
regimes, broadcasting infrastructure can be leveraged towards realising the
infrastructural objectives of "Digital lndia". The Authority has the opportunity to guide
lndia's digital transformation and harness the potential of the broadcasting sector in
providing consumers content of their choice and leveraging technological tools to provide
greater and affordable access to increase content consumption. This can be done by
utilizing the already existing "last mile" infrastructure laid down over the decades and
opening it to any party interested in utilizing the same for provisioning broadband
services to the masses. We urge the Authority to mandate that last mile connectivity be
opened for provisioning of broadband services on a market compensation basis. lncrease
penetration of wired broadband through cable TV operators on "network neutrality"
basis will allow consumer choice, and thus lead to increased consumption of online
services.

3. Enablinq Access to Qualitv Gontent

We, on behalf of our member companies, submit that the Authority should adopt a
regulatory approach which promotes cultural diversity of lndians and ensures freedom of
expression as guaranteed under Article 19(1Xa) of lndia's Constitution and international
agreements like the lnternational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights; lnternational
Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights; and Convention on the Protection and
Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions. Applicable regulations and laws should
seek to promote diversity and plurality of views through broadcast media by enabling
steady inflow of capital and ensuring that the control over dissemination of information is
not concentrated amongst a few players. This shall enable greater market participation of
innovative smaller players and promote expansion of regional media.

The consultation paper indicates that TRAI does not wish the broadcasters and DPOs to
provide bouquets, which is in violation of the freedom of expression rights mentioned
above. We seek to draw your attention to global researchl that indicates that bundles
not only increase revenues, they also help viewers by "smoothening prices" across
channets for viewers with different varied preferences. Bundles thus provide more to
watch, at low incremental cost. Therefore, it is not wrong to question that when nowhere
else in the world do consumers only select d-la-carte channels, why TRAI insists on
consumers pick up of only a la carte channels? When we analyse global trends and
preferences with BARC data that indicates that consumers watch 56-84 channels in a
lThe Content Trap: A Strategist's Guide to Digital Change, Bharat Anand,
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quarter, it answers the question why ooldrBtJ tre preferable- because if consumers were
to select channels one by one as standalone channels, they will be paying much and find it
extremely tedious.
Further, on the matter of discounting on bouquets, our member companies inform us that
the cap on bouquet discounts under the NTO were struck down by the Madras High Court
as "arbitrary. lt is not then unfair and an overstepping on part of TRAI to even table it for
discussion?

TRAI has also cited rise in monthly cable/ DTH bills as a key reason for the launch of this
consultation process. As per a World Bank reporT, inflation rate in lndia has gone up by
7.2% CAGR over the last 10 years. Compared to markets like US, where cable bills
are $50-75 monthly, here in lndia the monthly bill is less than $4. Thus, if the bill has
gone up by say 10% compared to last year, can it be attributed to standard rates of
inflation? Further there is also the element of the mandatory Network Capacity Fee that is a
standard price add onto every monthly bill. As per market assessments this comprises 46%
of the average monthly bill and perhaps is the key reason for price increase in bills.
Therefore, in light of the concerns raised in this paragraph, we submit to TRAI that it should
work towards enabling access to quality content, delivery of which could be in form of
bouquets or a-la-carte. lt is always the consumers who decide what they want.

4.

TRAI should exercise Tariff forbearance in broadcasting

Telecommunications is of central importance in all advanced industrial countries and its
effective regulation a matter of pressing concern. An efficient regulatory framework
assisfs in the development of a telecommunication infrastructure that allows the
consumers of telecommunication seryices, ubiquitous and affordable access to an

increasing range of competitively provided basic and advanced products and
seryices. Effective regulation results in many benefits, such as greater economic and
technological growth, increased investment in the sector, cost reduction with improved
efficiency, better quality of service, improved customer satisfaction, affordable prices
delivering better value for money and improved access and availability of services.
Planning Commission of lndia, in its consultation paper on "Approach to regulation of
lnfrastructure: lssues and Options" in 2006, analysed the state of regulatory law and
policy in lndia at that time, and proposed a broad policy approach to guide the next stage of
regulatory reform. One of the key recommendations highlighted in the paper was that

economic regulation by the sfafe should be imposed only when a natural monopoly
exisfs, or where a dominant player abuses monopoly power or to overcome some
other form of market failure.ln broadcasting sector, where the competitiveness of market
is evident given that there are around 900 television channels in operation with around
1,00,000 Multisystem operators and local cable operators functioning in the sector, the
regulator should not impose economic regulations.

Tariff forbearance in broadcasting sector should also be exercised given the success
of such regulatory approach adopted in the telecom sector. The rates for voice calls,
SMS and data in telecom are the lowest only because the Authority has left the tariff fixation
to market forces and, prices are fixed depending on the demand and supply of services.
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5. lmpact of the New Tariff order
A fundamental concern needs to be highlighted here. lt appears that BARC data points to a
6% drop in total impressions on television between November last year (pre-NTO) to June
2019. Further, pay-Tv subscriber has reduced by 3 million from 153 million in FY 2018 to
150 in FY 2019. This is a cause of concern and TRAI needs to assess with evidence and
data if the NTO and all the rapid announcements and allied regulations and directives it
issued caused confusion in the industry and the consumer. As you will appreciate the
lndian M&E sector is one of 12 champion sectors and thus to see a slump in impressions
can be an indicator of diminishing economic value in the long term. As an experienced
regulator, TRAI may kindly appreciate that public and consumer interest is also served with
stability and forbearance.

Further, we want to draw the Authority's attention towards the bandwidth arbitrage
created by the 2017 tariff regulations. The regulations impose a network capacity fee of Rs
153 (inclusive of taxes) for infrastructure usage which is to be paid by the consumers to
DPOs. ln addition to the NCF, broadcasters are also charged a carriage fee of Rs 0.20
paisa per SD channel per subscriber and 0.40 paisa per HD channel per subscriber for
infrastructure provisioning by DPOs. This double dipping is only beneficial to the DPOs and
creates additional burden on the consumers and broadcasters. Therefore, we submit to
the TRAI to remove the NCF which is an additional burden on the consumers.

Conclusions
As a regulator, TRAI should ensure orderly growth of the sector and all stakeholders across
the broadcast value chain. The new tariff order (NTO) has already led to a monumental shift
in business and has only just stabilized as an acceptable framework that promotes
consumer choice, hygiene and transparency. Therefore, we request the Authority to adopt a
light tough regulatory framework to govern the broadcasting sector and accept our
recommendations as delineated in the response.
We look foruvard to your continued support and guidance for further growth of the lndustry.

Thanking you with best regards,
Yours sincerely,

ShriArvind Kumar,

Advisor

(B&CS),
Telecom Regulatory Authority of lndia,
Mahanagar Doorsanchar Bhavan,
Jawahar Lal Nehru Marg (Old Minto Road), New Delhi-110 002
Tel. No.: +91-1 1-23220209, Fax: +91-1 1- 23230056
arvi n d@trai. gov. i n, vk.ag arwal@trai. g ov. i n
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